"Global Health and Its Impact on National Security"

In recent decades, emerging infectious diseases that threaten global public health have been appearing more frequently, and emergent cases are often difficult to track and predict reliably. Since the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) pandemic in 2003 and the emergence of novel H1N1 influenza A in 2009, the gaps in global technical capacities have become disturbingly evident. In addition, policy coordination at the local, state, federal, and international levels fell short of addressing the major issues that arose during each of these public health events. Several initiatives address the need for new frameworks and agreements.

International public health cooperation is crucial to support the development of capacities to prepare for and respond to emerging disease threats globally. In the past decade, the World Health Organization (WHO) and national authorities have created agreements for coordinated action, including the revised International Health Regulations, the Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) framework, and regional strategies such as the North American Plan for Animal and Pandemic Influenza (NAPAPI).

(Continued on next page)
Historically, strategies to curb the spread of infectious diseases involved primarily health and development actors. These new agreements have, by design, engaged the security community to support mass-scale programming efforts aimed at public health threats with implications for national and regional security and the global economy. In response, security assistance has helped support new mechanisms and means for global health security, but serious questions remain about sustaining such support between crises.

This panel discussion will cover the economic implications of implementing or not implementing global health security measures. Global health security engagement is a significant undertaking that requires resources and cooperation across sectors, levels of government, and international borders. The discussion will review recommendations, including questions of who pays, to strengthen the policies, programs, and partners required to enhance global health security.
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